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LED Canopy Light
40-75W

You can have more choices
— 6000-11250lm
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Now THAT's low profile.
With a super-sleek design,  keeps glare under control and hangs less than 2.5"

from the ceiling, helping to avoid damage to SUVs and roof racks

Multi-level lighting control.
LT-YC is available with an optional integrated motion sensor,  which ensures the 

fixture is on when it's needed and dimmed or off when it's not.

Mounting versatility
LT-YC accommodates1/2" Nps

 pendant and surface mount options 
pendant provided by others.

Better light distribution
precision engineered optics deliver 

20%uplight,eliminating gloomy dark 

spots on the ceiling and creating 

smooth and enen light distrbution 

throughout the space

Easy to install
hinged tether frees up your hands for
 faster wiring and install  also includes
 a junction box with four side conduite 
entries and universal knockouts that
 match every surface and recessed 

box we could find.

Any way you want it.

Surface Mount(Standard)Trunnion Mount Pendant MountJunction Box Plate Mount

120-
347V

5-year warranty.Dimmable.
Standard 0-10V dimmable is available

120-347V optional.

Protected from
the elements.

IP66 rating for complete protection
against dust and water ingress.

Vandal and UV resistant lenses.
LT-YC is available with a flat lens or Curved milky white lampshade

 depending on your preference. Both are made of a tough 
as nails polycarbonate textured  material 

that delivers smooth glare-free light..
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